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For those of us who have read
Nelson Nash’s book, Becoming Your Own
Banker, or even for those of us who are just now
entertaining the idea of doing so, the resultant
understanding after reading it is that the platform used to set up the process for becoming
your own banker requires a specially designed
insurance contract. To be even more specific, it
requires a dividend-paying Whole Life insurance policy with a special codicil known as a
Paid-up Additions Rider. Of course, if you are
not at all familiar with insurance vernacular, it’s
very possible that these terms may easily confuse you and soon have you scratching your
"85 &-5 /(,-.(5 .".5 ."#-5 #-5 ().5 .5 &&5
intentional on the part of Nash, actually it’s his
best attempt of doing just the opposite since he
is aware that he is writing to the general public,

not5ŀ((#&5*,) --#)(&-855%*-5"#-52*&nations light and uncomplicated for the public’s benefit knowing full well that the public is
generally unsophisticated in these matters and
.".5."52*,#(5#(-/,(5*,) --#)(&51#&&5
5&5.)52*&#(5."5."(#&#.#-5) 5&&5."-5
terms at the proper time.
Ļ#-5 -'5 /('(#(!5 2*&(.#)(5 ")&-5
true when he introduces the Modified Endow'(.5)(.,.5B C5)(5*!5in5) 5"#-5))%85
35-#'*&35,1#(!55-*.,/'5) 50,#)/-5&# 5#(surance plans with a term policy at one end and
a single-premium whole life policy at the other
end, he then instructs the reader not to cross the
line into the single-premium policy territory.
In reality, however, following these instructions
can only be accomplished using a life insurance

the IRS, by a ruling made in the 1980s, will
change the treatment of the policy from
a standard insurance contract to an
endowment contract.
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illustration provided by an insurance profes-#)(&85/.5",51#."#(5."5)(.2.5) 5"#-5))%65
Nash is providing the reader with facts that are
important to his understanding when it comes
time to prepare the illustrations. The caution he
gives to not cross into the territory of the singlepremium policy is because the IRS, by a ruling
made in the 1980s, will change the treatment of
the policy from a standard insurance contract to
an endowment contract.
Generally speaking, an endowment, for those
that may not be acquainted with its detail, is

as ordinary income in the year the withdrawal
or loan is made. It is not a matter of earth-shaking consequences, but it can be avoided with a
little bit of understanding of just what is going
on.”1
The purpose of this LMR5,.#&5#-5.)52*(5
our knowledge on this important subject, discuss
how this law came about, and hopefully shed
some light on what is going on. Once we see
what is really happening we realize the power of
(5 5*)&#35(51".5#.5#-5*&5) 5)#(!5#(5
the economic climate we find ourselves in.

Once we see what is really happening we realize the
power of an IBC policy.
/(-65),5*,)*,.365,#05 ,)'5(52.,(&5)(),85)(),-5/-/&&35!#05."-5+/-.-5.)5()(7
profit organizations for an institution’s on going
support, with restrictions that the principal of
the gift is to be retained in perpetuity. It can be
spent only with certain stipulations. These nonprofit recipients may include academic institutions, cultural institutions, such as museums or
libraries, and religious organizations: think of
“Harvard’s endowment.” Such institutions we
&&5%()15,5.272'*.65/.5",5#(5."52*&nation Nash is giving in his book the recipient
#-5().5&13-55()(7*,)ŀ.5(5."5.27 ,51#."drawal aspects contained in an insurance contract present certain technical issues that were
noted by Congress and quickly addressed. Nash,
1")5#-5 '#&#,51#."5."5.25&165*)#(.-5)/.5.".5
as an endowment contract “any withdrawal or
loan from the plan would be treated as a distribution and would be taxed as from any other
accumulation account, i.e., part is capital and
part is earnings. The earnings portion is taxed
The Modified Endowment Contract

The 1970s: Inflation
and Its Impact on
Savings
To better understand how the MEC rule came
to be enacted we need to walk through history
over the last 40 years and keep our mind’s eye on
the bigger picture. You should first realize that
*,#),5.)5golf5')-.5',#(5")/-")&-5)1(5
a dividend-paying Whole Life insurance policy
as one of the best methods to save money, besides the conventional savings account at a com',#&5(%65),5#(5)(-855")&5 # 5*)&#35
was well known and understood by the average
',#(85 .5"5.%(5."'5- &35.",)/!"5."5
,.5 *,--#)(5 .5 5 .#'5 1"(5 &&5 .,.5
and so many of the country’s banks had failed.
To that generation a Whole Life policy was as
safe as cash under the mattress. /.5-)'."#(!5
dramatic happened in the 1970s that changed
all of that and brought economic ramifications
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prior to 1960 most American households owned a
dividend-paying Whole Life insurance policy as one of
the best methods to save money.

)."5)'-.#&&35(5!&)&&385 (5gomg5,-#(.5 #",5 #2)(2 closed the gold window
internationally and shocked the world. This one
act unlinked the dollar from the precious metals, finally ending the last remnants of the classical gold standard. Shortly thereafter, with no
restraints to the printing presses, a torrent of
inflation was unleashed upon the world.
The results began to be felt in our pocket books
before we knew it, but our full understanding
of how it all came about and the more severe
ramifications yet to come were still in the future. Few could have foreseen the emboldened
powers of the Federal Reserve we see today or
government’s increasing role over the entire
economy. Or even what inflation really is! Most
',#(-5)(&351#.(--5."5,#-#(!5*,#-5)(5
everything including stocks and we took note
The Modified Endowment Contract

of that. Now with the stock market promising
"#!",5,.-5) 5,./,(-65',#(-5')05135
from traditional savings plans that now seemed
slow and boring and plunged into the speculation markets. With the emergence of the mutual fund, the transition was made easier. Real
-..651"#"5"55.27-"&.,#(!5)'*)((.5.5
."5.#'65-/,!5.)5,),5"#!"-8535."5(5) 5
the 1970s and early eighties the correction came
with full force and interest rates skyrocketed to
hiz5)(5)'',#&5(%5&)(-<5/(&35.",5
was panic on the streets.

The Tax Reform Act of
1986
Ļ5 25  ),'5 .5 ) 5 gonli, which came
during Reagan’s term in office, also had enor')/-5 ,'#ŀ.#)(-5 ),5 ',#(-5 )'#(!5 )(5
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."5"&-5) 5(5#(ł.#)(,3585Ļ#-5.25&15
was specifically targeted to increase corporate
.2-65#(,-5*#.&5!#(-5.2-65(5!(,&&35
,)(5 ."525 ):5 #.-5 (.'(.5 -/--/&&35,)/!".5#&&#)(-5#(.)5."5)Ŀ,-5) 5."5885
Treasury, but in so doing virtually eliminated all
%()1(5.25-"&.,-5 ),5."51&."38525"0(-5
at the time were tied to real estate in the form
of limited liability corporations. The passing of
."525  ),'5 .5 ) 5 gonl5 -.5 )Ŀ5 5 (.#)(wide collapse of the commercial and residential
real estate markets and a wave of business and
personal bankruptcies followed. In fact, it was
the worst real estate collapse since the Great
*,--#)(85/(,-5) 5-")**#(!5(.,-5&#.erally stopped construction in midstream and
were virtually abandoned. Large office buildings

(5)Ń5)'*&2-5#(5'$),5#.#-5&35),'(.5
and empty as white elephants. It remained this
way for several years and people wondered if
this was the end to all future real estate investments. These dramatic economic events eventually tipped the scales of the prevailing panicked
'))5) 5',#(-5(5-.5)Ŀ5."5!,.5-.)%5
market crash of October 19, 1987 famously
known as “Black Monday,” when $500 billion
was lost in one day. There was a sense that things
were getting out of control.
Meanwhile, the wealthy having been thrown
)/.5) 5."#,5.25-(./,#-5!(5*,--#(!5."#,5
.25..),(3-5(50#-),-5 ),55(15.25, /!5
and the answer soon came back with urgency
earmarked with these general instructions—

The passing of the Tax Reform Act of
1986 set off a nationwide collapse of
the commercial and residential real
estate markets.
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not merely as insurance policies, but also as
5 135 .)5 -"#&5 1&."5 ,)'5 .2-85 )(-quently, in June of 1988 Congress passed the
"(#&5 (5 #-&&()/-5 0(/5 .5
B C5.)5-*#ŀ&&35/,5."-5.#)(-65
and the single-premium policy was declared
a Modified Endowment Contract (MEC).4

“write one check — a big check— and drop it
into a Single-Premium Whole Life Insurance
Policy!” These directives seem almost strange
when all we hear today is that Whole Life is
the worst place to put your money. Nevertheless,
these were the guidelines coming from the top
.250#-),-5#(5."5(.#)(51")51,5)(5."5*3,)&&5) 5',#]-5,#"-.5 '#&#-85Ļ50#51-5
+/#%&35"85/.51"351,5."51&."35vised to do this? The answer is simply this—the
tax benefits and the control over one’s money
offered to policy owners of a Whole Life contract. When you look around and discover that
nothing else offers such benefits, why not “overfund” one of these policies with the entirety of
3)/,51&.">5-5#.5'5.)5*--5."51&."35.))%5
immediate action and the money poured into
these policies soon got the attention of the regulators who noticed that they were being used,

&.")/!"5&&5) 5."5*)&##-5#--/5*,#),5.)5
this date were grandfathered in (subject to
material changes in the policy that can oc/,5&.,C65(5,5().5-/$.5.)5."5(15.25
rules, single-premium Whole Life policies
written after this date are now all MEC policies.
This is a designation that remains to this day.
The following tax rules apply to Modified
Endowment Contracts and are listed here as
only general guidelines:
g8#-.,#/.#)(-5 1#&&5 -1#."5 ,)'5 5 #,-.5 (5
First Out (FIFO) basis to a Last In Last Out
(LIFO) basis. This means that withdrawals will
,+/#,5 ."5 *)&#35 )1(,5 .)5 1#.",15 .2&5
!#(5 ),51#.",1#(!5/(7.2&5-#-8
h8)&#35&)(-51#&&55,&#45-5),#(,35#(come to the policy owner and could be subject
.)5#()'5.2-5#(5."53,5."5&)(5#-5'8
i8#-.,#/.#)(-5 B#.",5 1#.",1&-5 ),5 &)(-C5

Why were the wealthy advised to do
this? The answer is simply this—the
tax benefits and the control over
one’s money offered to policy owners
of a Whole Life contract.

The Modified Endowment Contract
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that go beyond the policy basis will be subject
.)55gfz5*(&.35.25 ),5*)&#35)1(,-5/(,5."5
age of 59.5 In effect; a MEC insurance policy
#-5()15.25'/"5&#%5(5((/#.35),5(35).",5
government qualified plan.
The Corridor Rule:5 &.")/!"5 5 -#(!&5 #!5
check can no longer be made to “overfund” a
policy and completely pay it up without it being
classified a MEC, the IRS’s so-called 7-pay test
.".5'5&)(!5#(5)($/(.#)(51#."5 5
does allow you (provided you follow the rules)
to make seven individual checks, one each year,
and virtually accomplish the same thing without it being a MEC. It just takes longer.
In a general sense, the corridor rule states that

in order for any life insurance policy to avoid being classified as a MEC, there must be a “corridor” of difference in dollar value between the
death benefit and the cash value of the policy.
What is being eliminated or discouraged are
premium payments that would make the cash
value of the policy higher at any point in the
first seven years, compared to a hypothetical
policy of comparable death benefit that would
be fully paid-up after seven equal premium payments.
Material Changes: Important to all of this is
the fact that once an insurance contract becomes
a MEC, the status is irrevocable. Of even more
noteworthy importance is that the 7-pay test
described above must be satisfied not just at the

Once an insurance contract becomes a MEC, the status
is irrevocable.
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As long as you stay within the rules, the strategy of the
wealthy is still available to you, your household, or
your business.
inception of a new policy, but also anytime during the life of the policy if it undergoes a “material change.” The legislative history of a MEC
defines material changes as those having to do
with any increases in future benefits caused by a
*)&#352"(!65-/"5-55gfik52"(!5(55
conversion from term to permanent insurance
-5-*#ŀ52'*&-85 (,--5#(5."5."5(efit or the addition of riders can have a material
change on a policy. If a policy undergoes a material change, a new 7-pay premium is calculated
using the age of the insured and the policy’s
death benefit at the time of the material change
to determine if it crosses to MEC status.
The Modified Endowment Contract

-5 3)/5 (5 -65 -)'5 ) 5 ."#-5 (5 !.5 *,..35
technical and just reading the actual language
#(5."5.25)5#.-& 5#-5#Ń/&.5 ),5."5&3'(5
.)5#*",51#.")/.5."5#5) 55.252*,.85/.5
for those of you who wish to tackle the paragraphs in question they are found in the modiŀ5()1'(.5)(.,.5,/&-5.#)(5mmfh85
,)(#&&3650(5."5.252*,.-5) 5."5Necessary
Premium Task Force of the Society of Actuaries’ Taxation Section has reported, as recently at
2012, that there are no regulations describing
."5 5 B."5 (--,35 *,'#/'5 .-.C5 #(5 ."5
code, “a circumstance not unusual where sections 7702 and 7702A are concerned.”5 Yet in a
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private letter ruling by the IRS, dated June 14,
2011 and released to the public on September
16, 2011, the Service not only clarified the ruling but also reached a conclusion that was consistent and logical with the original authors of
."5 5,/&-85Ļ#-5')-.5,(.5 5,/&#(!5
has actually helped insurance carriers track the
MEC technicalities with even greater precision.

Conclusion
The good news is that today each policy that
is issued will have its own MEC premium limit
already calculated by the insurance carrier, so
that if an owner attempts to make a premium
payment that would result in the reclassification
of the policy as a MEC, the company can hold
the money temporarily and warn the owner before it actually happens. This is a huge advantage
and relief for policy owners who have no idea
.".5."-5 5!/#&#(-52#-.65-*#&&351"(5
*,.##(!5 65),5 ),5.")-51#-"#(!5.)5)5-)85
#.#)(&&365 ()15 1#."5 ."5 Authorized IBC
Practitioner’s Program5 (5 ."5 ,.#.#)(,5
Finder at Infinitebanking.org, policy owners
can have a double safeguard by being able to
)(-/&.5 1#."5 5 .,#(5 5 ŀ((#&5 *,) -sional beforehand, or in a case where a premium
payment would trigger the MEC status and the

company is requesting authorization to proceed
or send a refund. For these and other important
,-)(-5(5/."),#45 5,.#.#)(,5-")/&5
&13-55)(-/&.5 ),5#'*&'(.#(!5 5*)&icies.
Finally, we should not lose sight of what is really going on here. The IRS has stepped in here
at a crucial time in history for a reason and I
have devoted this article to making that reason
clear. The notion that Whole Life insurance is
the “worst place to put your money” should now
**,5 ,##/&)/-85 ,/(.5 (5 '#&7&--5
',#(-5-")/&5.%5, /&5().5.".5-5&)(!5
as you stay within the rules, the strategy of the
wealthy is still available to you, your household,
or your business.
Naturally, each individual’s circumstances are
unique, requiring a specialized financial plan.
No decision should be made without input from
a qualified professional. Yet the reader’s choices
should take into account the material I have
presented in this article. In an economic environment filled with chronic inflation, onerous
.2.#)(65 (5 ,,.#5 ',%.5 0)&.#&#.35 -/"5 -5
we have today, the decision to move your wealth
,)'5."50)&.#&5&&5.,.I)'',#&5(%5
(2/-5#(.)5."5)(-,0.#065- 65#(-/,(5-.),5 0#5 5 -*#&&35 -#!(5 5 *)&#35 ,,#-5
tremendous advantages.
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